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Dear Valued Customer   

 

““““FUEL PRICESFUEL PRICESFUEL PRICESFUEL PRICES””””         and the makeup for 2015 

 

As you are well aware by now the new taxes and pipeline prices for the period to 31March 

2016 has been published.  In this we have little say and this will affect all of us for the year 

going forward.     The major changes have been an increase in taxes of just over 80c/l and a small increase in the 

freights costs (5,5%) that make up the zone differential.    The makeup of these are indicated in the table below. 

 

““““Price Price Price Price OutlookOutlookOutlookOutlook””””....     The glut of oil in the USA suggest that we will see oil prices below USD65/bbl for the foreseeable 

future. It is unlikely that physical supply and demand will change this view.  Changes in price will come form 

uncertainty due to political reasons.   The price we pay for fuel is thus more likely to be affected by politics, locally 

and abroad.     

    

““““BFPBFPBFPBFP    ----    DieselDieselDieselDiesel””””....     For April is R 5.9463c/l.    The 

average crude oil and exchange rate in the period 

relating to price was as follows; 

- Crude Oil - $56.11/bbl 

- ZAR/USD - R12.04  

 

““““TaxesTaxesTaxesTaxes”.”.”.”.         For the year.         R 4.2816c/l     

Taxes Increased by 80c/l on 1 April.   This comes 

from a 30c/l in the general levy and 50c/l in the RAF 

levy.   Other taxes stayed the same.     

““““Zone DifferentialsZone DifferentialsZone DifferentialsZone Differentials ”. ”. ”. ”.     Up by 5.5% on avg.  For 

Gauteng ( meaning zone 9c)  this means an increase 

from 32c/l to 35.3c/l 

““““Retail MarginsRetail MarginsRetail MarginsRetail Margins””””. . . .  Retail margins remained 

unchanged on Petrol. 

 

““““Fixed pricingFixed pricingFixed pricingFixed pricing””””  The weakening of the rand 

contributed some 40c/l in the increase of the price.   

To hedge this cost it would cost about 8c/l in the month.  To be able to use the simple tools of fixed pricing you will 

need an account to do this. It is as simple as filling in a form and it could change your business dramatically.   Take 

the time to ponder how this can elevate what you offer your clients. 

 

““““Fixed pricingFixed pricingFixed pricingFixed pricing””””  The price history for the year is as  below: 

 


